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The Stacked family of products represents Ecore’s answer 
to “Can a floor do more in strength and conditioning 
environments?”. Benefitting from our patented itstru 
technology, Stacked products feature a unique wear layer 
laminated to a performance rubber backing. The result is a 
new generation of surfaces that not only provide the basic 
attributes that every floor should have, but also more.

In addition to those basic attributes, Ecore Athletic 
Stacked products offer MORE. Harnessing the power of 
itstru technology, these surfaces provide enhanced force 
reduction with balanced energy restitution that maximizes 
safety, ergonomics and acoustics for the athlete in all of us. 

All Ecore products must provide the basic attributes of a floor.
   Durability
   Sustainability
   Ease of Installation
   Ease of Maintenance
   Slip Resistance
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What does it take to be 
a floor?

Can a floor do more?Ecore Athletic: Stacked



The 12mm backed version simulates pristine, natural 
turf conditions, while coordinating with Ecore Athletic’s 
thicker rubber products like Performance Rally. This 
thicker version of Turf is also available in 23-inch by 46-
inch tiles that create a portable/temporary turf system. 
Available with interlocking transition pieces, this surface 
combines extreme performance with ease of installation 
and total portability.

This flooring features a dense, textured nylon surface 
fusion bonded to a 5mm or 12mm base layer. While too 
abrasive to fall or dive on, Speed & Agility Turf offers a 
consistent and tight surface that is ideal for footwork drills 
and sled work. The 5mm backed version coordinates 
with 8mm rubber products and can withstand light to 
moderate free weights. 
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The Stacked family of products is part of Ecore Athletic, a business 
unit under Ecore International. Since 1871, Ecore has been 
transforming reclaimed waste into unique surfaces that make 
people’s lives better. What started with simple cork closures has 
evolved into a diverse portfolio of products solving complex 
problems in applications ranging from playgrounds, weight 
rooms, and turf fields to hospitals, hotels, and retail environments. 
We are driven everyday by a simple question, “Can a floor do 
more?” At Ecore, we believe the answer is “YES.” We are building 

Players will fall… we will be there to catch them!
Athletes will over train… we will keep them going!

Deadlifts will sound like thunder... we will quiet the noise!

our company and the products we offer based on the simple 
notion that floors should elevate beyond current expectations. 
Our energy is focused on the interaction between people 
and the surface. We engineer performance well beyond 
industry standards related to acoustics, ergonomics, and safety. 
Harvesting the unique power from a myriad of waste streams, 
Ecore creates products that align–substantial force reduction 
with a balanced amount of energy return to create dynamic 
surfaces that are catered to the individual and the application.




